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Special Things to Note:

Dec. 16: Christmas Practice @ 9:00
Dec. 17: Christmas Program

Dec. 20: Christmas Program at 
Lutheran Home 10:00

Dec. 22: Lutheran Home Visit
Dec. 22: Christmas Party

Please check and sign planners or 
communication folders every night.

Math Notes:
First grade learned how to identify 

numbers as even or odd, lines of symmetry, 
and numbers on a hundreds chart.  They also 

counted pennies and dimes, 

Second grade learned about creating a 
symmetrical design, counting pennies, nickels, 
and dimes, and adding two-digit numbers using 
pennies and dimes.  We also briefly introduced 

regrouping when adding two-digit numbers.

Reading/Language Arts Notes
First grade continued working on words that 
have the -er and -ed spelling patterns.  They 

learned how we can use their 5 senses to 
create a poem.  Finally, they wrote a short 

poem involving a problem and a solution.  In LA,  
they continued identifying a noun as common or 

proper.

Second graders learned about words with the 
-ou and -ow spelling patterns.  They learned 

how to use a dictionary to find words and their 
definitions.    

In LA, both classes used their language arts 
skills to type a note on Seesaw

Word of God
Our bible stories taught us how 

God used the blood of the 
Passover lamb to save the 

Israelites from death, just as God 
saves us from death and hell by 
the blood of Jesus, the Lamb of 

God.
Please send back Set 1 folders
Stories to read at home for next 

week in your yellow/red folder are:
God Sends Quail and Manna
God Helps His People in the 

Desert
(see other side for memory work)

Spelling List
     First    Second
ask      asking    wood      book
asked     hug    stood     pool
hugging  hugged    moon      to
shop       shopping     two too
shopped      blue     blew

     one      won
     four     for
     good-bye
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